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ABSTRACT

In today’s world, we deal with various online services, where each person deals with various technologies. These technologies are made for people to make our access to the new world easily. There is a tremendous use of online applications, websites which require large storage. Large data is handled by the online systems. The collection of data in the whole world is about 20% in the last few years. The data is captured from the user, controlled by the systems, and operations are performed on data. It requires more system accuracy and protection to personal data. But the person does not know about the data, where and how it is used where it is stored or whether the data is handled by some organisations for their own use or data is been hacked by another person. This chapter explores protection of data using the decentralized privacy of blockchain.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s world we deal with various online services, where each person deals with various technologies. These technologies are made for people to make our access to new world easily. There is tremendous use of online applications, websites which require large storage. Large data is handled by the online systems. The collection of data in whole world is about 20% in last few years ("Big data, for better or worse: 90% of world’s data generated over last two years," 2013). The data is captured from user, controlled by the systems and operations are performed on data. It requires more system accuracy and protection to personal data.

Ex. Email, WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook, Bank transactions, Real-time estate etc. But the person is unknown about the data, where and how it is used where it is stored or whether the data is handled by some organisations for their own use or data is been hacked by other person (Zyskind & Pentland, 2015). Since the protection towards the personal data is been decreasing day by day. Example- Facebook one of the huge online social network collected 300 petabytes of user data during its inception (PB, n.d.). These leads to illegally accessing personal data for their own purpose without having rights on it.

WHAT IS THE PERSONAL DATA?

Every person deals with various applications nowadays, where each website or application needs authentication of user. He has must create a user id and set password to access the application. He has a unique identity. He keeps his access details up to him, where the data contains login details which he wants to keep private. Personal data is defined as the individual information which is used to identifying a person identity from others. These details may be used to trace the person. The name, identity number, account details, birth date, mothers name, biometrics and various information regarding website access, banking details and medical details is related to an individual. One of these details are enough to identify an individual. These details are not shared with others. These data is kept hidden from public. Only that person can handle or deal with his data. The data is kept private. The data is kept secured.

The Privacy Problem

In various fields, the services deploy applications for users to install. All these applications collect high resolution of personal data. The user is unknown about this process. The person is providing all the data to the applications and allow the applications to deal with his personal data on the system. The application may
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